
DOLORES & INTERSECTIONALITY 
Dolores Huerta led the fight for racial and labor justice becoming one of the the most 
defiant feminists of the 20th century. Her identity lies at the nexus of marginalization, 

and she dedicated her life to fighting at the intersection of oppressive systems of power. 

Intersectionality. noun. 

“There is no such thing as a

single-issue struggle because we

do not live single-issue lives.” 

Audre Lorde , 1982 

“Cultural patterns of oppression are not
only interrelated, but are bound together &
influenced by the intersectional systems of

society.”  
Kimberlé Crenshaw, 1989 

“If we are using intersectionality as a 

frame for understanding the difference, 

rather than for understanding power, 

then we are participating in the 

colonization of the term.” 
Thinking Race, 2017

The interconnected nature of 

social categorizations such as 

race, class, & gender as they 

apply to a given individual or 

group, regarded as creating 

overlapping & interdependent 

systems of discrimination or 

disadvantage.  

 "Intersectionality”, Oxford Dictionaries, 2018 
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BE INTERSECTIONAL IN YOUR ACTIVISM: 

Intersectionality is the way oppressive systems compound to exponentially oppress people whose 
identities are diverse. So what can we do to be more intersectional in our activism & daily lives? 

Lilla Watson & Queensland 

Aboriginal Activists Group, 1970s

“If you have come 
here to help me, you 
are wasting your 
time. But if you have 
come because your 
liberation is bound up 
with mine, then let us 
work together.” 

FOLLOW DOLORES.

1. Recognize & fight these

exacerbated injustices. 

Recognize

2. Listen.  Especially when

someone criticizes your

own group or actions.  

Listen.

4. Confront  your feelings, & 

use them to inspire action. 
Confront

inspire action.

5. Believe women. Follow &

support women of color.  
Believe

women of color.

6. Lift up their voices.

Remember their stories. 

voices.
Remember

10. Seek out diverse  opinions. diverse

8. Step back.  Lead by

standing beside & behind,

not advocating on behalf of. 

Step Back.

9. Educate yourself. Carry

the burden of education,

so you don’t further

diminish. 

Educate Yourself.

7. Be conscious of your

language. Practice  inclusivity. Practice

11. Speak   out. Use diplomacy,

so others can really hear  you. 

Speak
hear

12. When you make a

mistake, be accountable.

Apologize. Learn. Prevent it. 

be accountable.

13. Organize your people.

Whoever they are. 

Organize

3. Be humbled. Allow your

perspectives to shift. shift.
Be humbled.
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